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Introduction

.CPL is an executable file format that cybercriminals use to create malware these days. 
Nonmalicious .CPL files, of course, exist but this research paper will focus on malicious ones, 
which Trend Micro calls “CPL malware.”

We decided to explore this topic due to the growing number of CPL malware currently being 
created and distributed today, especially in Brazil. These have been primarily targeting online 
banking customers.

Attack Overview

Brazil is a well-known producer and target of banking Trojans, more popularly known as “bankers” 
in the country. Based on partner reports, an average of 40 new malware target Brazilian banking 
customers per day. To evade common detection techniques, cybercriminals seem to follow these 
steps when launching CPL Trojan attacks:

1. Send a phishing email to potential victims. The emails use the names of popular financial 
organizations to induce potential victims to click a link to download a payment receipt or 
see their debt balances.

2. Victims download a .ZIP file by clicking a link embedded in the email. 
Cybercriminals use shortened links that, when clicked, downloads 
a compressed .CPL file onto the victims’ computers. And because 
recent Windows® versions are distributed with native decompression 
programs, users can easily open the attached file.

The said .ZIP file contains .CPL files with specially chosen names to 
better fool users into thinking they are legitimate. These names include 
the following Brazilian and Portuguese words (see the Appendix for a 
list of the top CPL Trojan-related words):

• Boleto/Fatura: Invoice

• NF-e: Acronym for “electronic receipt” short for “nota fiscal eletronica”

• Nota/Recibo: Printed receipt

• SPC: Organization responsible for protecting companies from defaulters or 
customers who fail to pay their debts

• Serasa: Organization exclusively responsible for protecting banks from defaulters

Figure 1: Sample 
malicious .CPL file
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Figure 2: .CPL files found in a .ZIP file that Windows natively opens

3. Victims execute the .CPL file. Double-clicking the .CPL file can have several payloads. 
Most .CPL files drop new banking Trojan variants onto victims’ computers but some also 
contain malicious code.

Figure 3: How CPL malware work
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Figure 4: Phishing email accusing the recipient of being a defaulter with a link that, when clicked, 
downloads a TROJ_BANLOAD variant1

Even though .CPL files are quite common, security analysts and the security industry in general 
know very little about them.2 Even Microsoft’s official documentation contains only a few pages on 
the .CPL file format. Most of the technical information in this paper was likely obtained by reverse-
engineering .CPL files, Windows loaders, and the like.

1 Trend Micro Incorporated. (2014). Threat Encyclopedia. “TROJ_BANLOAD.” Last accessed January 7, 2014, http://about-threats.
trendmicro.com/us/search.aspx?p=TROJ_BANLOAD.

2 Microsoft. (2014). Windows Dev Center—Desktop. “Implementing Control Panel Items.” Last accessed January 17, 2014, http://
msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/cc144185%28v=vs.85%29.aspx.

http://about-threats.trendmicro.com/us/search.aspx?p=TROJ_BANLOAD
http://about-threats.trendmicro.com/us/search.aspx?p=TROJ_BANLOAD
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/cc144185%28v=vs.85%29.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/cc144185%28v=vs.85%29.aspx
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.CPL File Format

.CPL is the file name extension for Control Panel items or the icons that appear in the Windows 
Control Panel.3 Each item or icon in the Windows Control Panel is used to configure a system. 
Windows applications host CPL applets or the miniprograms each Control Panel icon launches. 
Since Windows 3.x, some .CPL files were distributed with the OS although programmers can also 
create their own .CPL files for use with their programs.

In a nutshell, a .CPL file is a dynamic link library (.DLL) file that:4

• Uses .CPL as file name extension instead of .DLL

• Exports a function known as “CPlApplet”5

• Hosts one or more CPL applets

• Handles the special messages the CPlApplet caller sends

Double-clicking a .DLL file does not result in anything because regular .DLL files need to be 
loaded by a program. Double-clicking a .CPL file on Windows, however, automatically loads an 
application.

.CPL Launch Process

.CPL files can be loaded in Windows via different methods. First, a user can manually call 
a .CPL file using the command-line interface, the main Control Panel executable file or 
control.exe, by typing the following:

control.exe file.cpl,@n,t

In the syntax above, n refers to the applet index inside file.cpl while t refers to the tab index 
used in multitabbed applets. If you were to open second tab of the first applet in main.cpl, 
the file used to configure mouse properties on Control Panel, you can type the following in 
the command-line interface:

control.exe main.cpl,@0,1

3 Microsoft. (2014). Microsoft Support. “Description of Control Panel (.CPL) Files.” Last accessed January 7, 2014, http://support.
microsoft.com/kb/149648.

4 Microsoft. (2014). Microsoft Support. “What Is a DLL?” Last accessed January 7, 2014, https://support.microsoft.com/kb/815065.
5 Microsoft. (2014). Windows | Dev Center — Desktop. “CPlApplet Entry Point.” Last accessed January 7, 2014, http://msdn.

microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/bb776392(v=vs.85).aspx.

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/149648
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/149648
https://support.microsoft.com/kb/815065
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/bb776392(v=vs.85).aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/bb776392(v=vs.85).aspx
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The command above will open the following window:

Figure 5: Applet’s second tab opened by control.exe

A user can also load a .CPL file using a VBScript such as the following:

Dim obj 
Set obj = CreateObject(“Shell.Application”) 
obj.ControlPanelItem(“joy.cpl”)

The shell object has a built-in ControlPanelItem method that runs the specified Control 
Panel (*.cpl) application. If the application is already open, it will activate the running 
instance instead.
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The loading methods discussed above are, however, manual and may not be favored 
by malware creators. As such, most .CPL files are automatically loaded when double-
clicked. Windows has undocumented functions like “Control_RunDLL” and “Control_
RunDLLAsUser” in shell32.dll that load .CPL files onto computers. The following diagram 
provides more details:

Figure 6: .CPL file loading process in Windows

Double-clicking a .CPL file can also be simulated by issuing the following command:

rundll32.exe shell32.dll,Control_RunDLL file.cpl

The Control_RunDLL function has the following parameters:

• .CPL file name

• Applet index

• Applet tab index

The structure above was created with a nonmalicious mindset because a CPL malware 
does not need more than one applet or multitabbed applets to work. Once the application 
is launched, the malware can then execute the malicious code.

Before prompting the CPL applet index to launch, the CPlApplet function is called. This 
function has the following prototype:

LONG CPlApplet( 
    HWND hwndCPl, 
    UINT uMsg, 
    LPARAM lParam1, 
    LPARAM lParam2 
);
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Note that the uMsg parameter is used to send valid messages like the following to the 
CPlApplet function that will subsequently handle them:

• CPL_INIT

• CPL_GETCOUNT

• CPL_INQUIRE

• CPL_SELECT

• CPL_DBLCLK

• CPL_STOP

• CPL_EXIT

• CPL_NEWINQUIRE

• CPL_STARTWPARMS

The first message sent to CPlApplet function is CPL_INIT. Once sent, a code inside 
the .CPL file runs and must return a nonzero value to the callee to indicate successful 
initialization. All malicious code can be found inside the CPlApplet function. The application 
no longer needs to continue the normal launch process and wait for different messages.

A nonmalicious CPlApplet function such as the following should handle every message:

int CPlApplet(HWND hwndCPL, UINT message, LPARAM lParam1, LPARAM lParam2) 
{ 
    switch (message) 
    { 
        case CPL_INIT: 
    // run code; 
    return 1; 
 
        case CPL_GETCOUNT: 
    return 3; // 3 applets 
 
        case CPL_INQUIRE: 
            … 
        default: 
            return 0; 
    } 
    return 0; 
}

Malicious code, meanwhile, can look like the following:

int CPlApplet(HWND hwndCPL, UINT message, LPARAM lParam1, LPARAM lParam2) 
{ 
    // run malware code or drop another malware 
    return 1; 
}

The code above is programatically valid. It appears to ignore all of the parameters received 
and runs the malicious part. A security analyst should understand all of the concepts above 
to properly analyze a malicious .CPL file.
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Malware do not need to wait for a CPlApplet call because a .CPL file is a DLL. Its DllMain 
function will be called first by the LoadLibrary function so the following is also possible:

BOOL APIENTRY DllMain(HMODULE hModule, DWORD ul_reason_for_call, LPVOID 
lpReserved) 
{ 
    // malicious code 
    return 0; 
}

Some packed CPL malware also use code in DllMain to unpack themselves.

Analyzing .CPL Files

Static Analysis

A .CPL file is a .DLL file so the PE32/PE32+ format specification will also work. To identify 
a .CPL file, look at its extension even if it looks untrustworthy since it is merely part of the 
file name and may not reflect the real file type. Without the .CPL extension, the file will not 
load when double-clicked.

General .PE file analyzers or editors should work well with .CPL files as long as they 
are not packed, encrypted, or use anti-reverse-engineering techniques. Some .CPL files’ 
CPlApplet function can, for instance, not be properly exported until the file is loaded and 
unpacked in memory, in case of packed files.

The static analysis should be similar to a regular .PE file analysis so sections with strange 
characteristics can be checked, file entropy can be calculated, and so forth. It is uncommon 
to see a packed or encrypted nonmalicious .CPL file.

Figure 7: Exported functions of a nonmalicious joy.cpl file shipped with Windows 7
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Dynamic Analysis

Although it can be a little bit tricky, it is possible to debug rundll32.exe when calling the 
shell32.dll,Control_RunDLL to analyze the code inside a .CPL file. To assist in this effort, 
we created a CPL loader with the following options:

Usage: 
cpload [-m MESSAGE] <file.cpl> 
 
If -m is present, MESSAGE should be: 
Option   Message 
------------------------- 
init   CPL_INIT 
getcount  CPL_GETCOUNT 
inquire  CPL_INQUIRE 
select   CPL_SELECT 
dblclk   CPL_DBLCLK 
stop   CPL_STOP 
exit   CPL_EXIT 
newinquire  CPL_NEWINQUIRE 
startwparms  CPL_STARTWPARMS 
Otherwise, cpload will send all messages to CPlApplet()

All that’s necessary is to call the CPlApplet function of a .CPL file sample to pass a message 
on. Another option is to debug the control.exe process to pass the .CPL file path as an 
argument as follows:

control.exe myfile.cpl
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Cpload.exe calls the LoadLibrary and CPlApplet functions. You need to set the .CPL file 
path as an argument and set a breakpoint in LoadLibrary ASCII and Unicode calls (i.e., BP 
LoadLibraryA and LoadLibraryW, respectively). The following is an example that uses the 
OllyDbg Command Bar plug-in.

Figure 8: Argument set as the .CPL file path with a breakpoint in LoadLibraryW
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How Cybercriminals Use .CPL Files

.CPL files are very flexible. They can be used to host any sort of application, malicious or not. 
Cybercriminals take advantage of this to spread different kinds of malware. However, most CPL 
malware, especially in Brazil, appear to be banking Trojan droppers.

Figure 9: Banking Trojan file types in Brazil, March‒November 2013

Trend Micro analyzed and now detects more than 4 million different malicious .CPL files via the 
Trend Micro™ Smart Protection Network™ infrastructure. Note the following interesting data on 
CPL malware from 2011 to 2013.

Brazil

• First generic CPL malware detection: May 1, 2011

• First CPL malware family identified: TROJ_SEFNIT6

• First TROJ_BANLOAD sample identified: August 18, 2011

6 Trend Micro Incorporated. (2013). Threat Encyclopedia. “TROJ_SEFNIT.” Last accessed January 13, 2014, http://about-threats.
trendmicro.com/Search.aspx?language=au&p=TROJ_SEFNIT.

http://about-threats.trendmicro.com/Search.aspx?language=au&p=TROJ_SEFNIT
http://about-threats.trendmicro.com/Search.aspx?language=au&p=TROJ_SEFNIT
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Figure 10: Number of CPL malware detections in Brazil from 2011 to 2013

Figure 11: CPL malware family distribution, excluding generic detections, in Brazil from 2011 to 2013
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Worldwide

• First generic CPL malware detection: May 1, 2011 in Japan

• First CPL malware family identified: TROJ_KAZY in the U.S.7

• Total number of CPL malware detections, including generic ones, from 2011 to 
2013: 20,697,046

• Number of CPL malware detections, excluding generic ones, from 2011 to 2013: 
12,410,977

Figure 12: Number of CPL malware detections worldwide from 2011 to 2013

In one case, a file named “Cobrança.cpl,” detected as TROJ_BANLOAD.KMZ, was downloaded 
onto computers after a link embedded in an email was clicked.8 The code inside the .CPL file 
dropped a file named “taskhost.exe,” detected as TSPY_BANKER.WAV.9 This malware was then 
added to the Windows auto-start process and opened the Microsoft site. The next time an infected 
computer is rebooted, the banking Trojan is also executed.

7 Trend Micro Incorporated. (2013). Threat Encyclopedia. “TROJ_KAZY.” Last accessed January 13, 2014, http://about-threats.
trendmicro.com/Search.aspx?language=au&p=TROJ_KAZY.

8 Trend Micro Incorporated. (2013). Threat Encyclopedia. “TROJ_BANLOAD.KMZ.” Last accessed January 13, 2014, http://about-
threats.trendmicro.com/malware.aspx?language=au&name=TROJ_BANLOAD.KMZ.

9 Trend Micro Incorporated. (2013). Threat Encyclopedia. “TSPY_BANKER.WAV.” Last accessed January 13, 2014, http://about-
threats.trendmicro.com/malware.aspx?language=au&name=TSPY_BANKER.WAV.

http://about-threats.trendmicro.com/Search.aspx?language=au&p=TROJ_KAZY
http://about-threats.trendmicro.com/Search.aspx?language=au&p=TROJ_KAZY
http://about-threats.trendmicro.com/malware.aspx?language=au&name=TROJ_BANLOAD.KMZ
http://about-threats.trendmicro.com/malware.aspx?language=au&name=TROJ_BANLOAD.KMZ
http://about-threats.trendmicro.com/malware.aspx?language=au&name=TSPY_BANKER.WAV
http://about-threats.trendmicro.com/malware.aspx?language=au&name=TSPY_BANKER.WAV
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Conclusion

We have seen some malware outbreaks featuring .SCR, .VBS, and other file types in Brazil before. 
Right now, we are seeing a CPL malware outbreak in the country.

As with any other type of malware, CPL Trojan infections can be prevented. Note the following 
.CPL file characteristics:

• .CPL files do not commonly spread throughout networks.

• Apart from Windows applications, some driver vendors also send .CPL files to get their 
applets onto the Windows Control Panel.

• The majority of malicious .CPL files that originated from Brazil appear to have been written 
using the Delphi programming language.

• CPL malware are mainly distributed compressed using the ZIP or RAR algorithm. These 
compressed files, however, normally only contain malicious .CPL files. Note though that 
they can be packed or encrypted when distributed.

As shown, the situation is critical because the current number of malicious .CPL files is large and 
continues to constantly increase.

Cybercriminals can do everything with .CPL files. They can be turned from droppers to rootkit 
installers. .CPL is, therefore, a flexible and reliable executable file format that we should worry 
about.

Appendix

OSs That Support .CPL File Execution

• Windows 2012

• Windows 8

• Windows 2008

• Windows 7

• Windows 2003

• Windows Vista®

• Windows CE

• Windows 2000

• Windows XP

• Windows ME

• Windows 98®

• Windows NT

• Windows 95®

• Windows 3.11

• Windows 3.1
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Top 20 Words Associated with CPL Banking Trojans

1. pdf

2. boleto (billet)

3. comprovante (receipt)

4. fiscal

5. nf (invoice)

6. nfe (electronic invoice)

7. nota (invoice)

8. visualizar (view)

9. dsc (commonly part of image  
file names like “DSC0001.jpg”)

10. eletronica (electronic)

11. anexo (attachment)

12. arqv (file)

13. fatura (bill)

14. deposito (deposit)

15. cheque (check)

16. via

17. cobranca (bill)

18. fotos (photos)

19. doc

20. comentariodevoz (voice 
comment)
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